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This paper focuses on the continuity problem of fully implicational triple I methods for
fuzzy reasoning. Based on the residual implications generated by continuous triangular
norms, the residual implication generated by nilpotent minimum with the standard
negation and the Zadeh implication, respectively, continuity and uniform continuity
properties of triple I methods are examined in Hamming and uniform metrics. We also
investigate the continuity of the model of a fuzzy if-then rule corresponding to the triple I
methods.
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1. Introduction
In the course of fuzzy reasoning, the deviation of fuzzy input (i.e., minor premise) will undoubtedly bring about a
deviation of the reasoning conclusion. If a slight deviation of the input results in great change to reasoning result, then
such a method for fuzzy reasoning is not applicable to some uncertain systems. So, a fuzzy reasoning method should have
continuity, i.e., the small input deviation will not result in the great deviation of the conclusion. As Jenei [1] pointed out that
it is very important that the conclusion of a fuzzy reasoning would be stable with respect to the input information and the
inference rules used in reasoning. In other words the continuity of the reasoning is required in some metric.
It is well known that the most fundamental forms of fuzzy reasoning are fuzzy modus ponens (briefly, FMP) and fuzzy
modus tollens (briefly, FMT), which can be respectively expressed as follows
FMP: for given A → B (rule) and A∗ (input), calculate B∗ (output) (1)
FMT: for given A → B (rule) and B∗ (input), calculate A∗ (output) (2)
where A, A∗ ∈ F(U) (the set of all fuzzy subsets of universeU) and B, B∗ ∈ F(V ) (the set of all fuzzy subsets of universe V ). At
present, the extensively adopted method for the above two problems is the Zadeh [2] CRI (Compositional Rule of Inference)
method. To improve the CRImethod, the second author of this paper proposed in [3] the so-called triple I method for solving
the above FMP and FMT problems. Later, Song et al. established in [4] the triple I methods based on the Zadeh implication,
and Wang and Fu established in [5] the unified forms of the triple I methods based on the residual implications generated
by left-continuous t-norms. The triple I method is harmonious with the classical logic and is the generalization of classical
case [3].
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The stability and continuity problems in CRI with continuous triangular norms (briefly, t-norms) were firstly discussed
in [6]. Jenei [1] investigated the continuity in CRI and drew the conclusion that the continuity in the uniform metric
and the Hausdorff metric is equivalent on the RL-type intervals. The continuity of CRI method was also examined in
Hausdorff and uniform metric. Xu et al. [7] proved the continuity properties of CRI method with Gödel triangular norm
T (T (x, y) = min(x, y) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]) and a triple I method based on a special fuzzy implication. In the frame of CRI and
under the assumption that the considered lattice L = ([0, 1],∨,∧, ∗,→, 0, 1) is a complete residuated lattice, Perfilieva
and Lehmke proved in [8] that a fuzzy relation R ∈ F(U × V ) is a correct model of fuzzy rule ‘‘if A then B’’, i.e., A ◦ R = B
holds, if and only if it is continuous in the sense of Definition 2.7 in this paper. In the present paper, we will focus on the
continuity problems of reasoning methods and the model of fuzzy if-then rule A → B in the frame of triple I methods
for fuzzy reasoning. Firstly, we will introduce the concepts of the continuity and uniform continuity of a fuzzy reasoning
method, and the concept of the continuity of a model of if-then rule in a metric d. Then, we will examine the continuity
properties with respect to input information in two common metrics, i.e. Hamming and uniform metrics, and also show
that the continuity of a model of fuzzy if-then rule A → B introduced by Perfilieva and Lehmke is just a continuity in a
special metric. The results of this paper will be useful for the selection and analysis of methods for fuzzy reasoning in real
applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall and introduce several definitions and several lemmas
related to this paper. In Section 3, we briefly recall the triple I method for fuzzy reasoning. In Sections 4–6, we prove the
continuity and the uniform continuity properties of triple I methods based on the residual implications generated by any
continuous t-norms, the residual implication generated by the left-continuous t-norm called nilpotent minimum [9] and
the Zadeh implication IZ respectively, and also investigate the continuity of a model of fuzzy rule A → B in two common
metrics. The final section is the conclusion.
2. Several definitions and lemmas
Definition 2.1. A triangular norm (briefly t-norm) on [0,1] is any commutative, associative and nondecreasing in each place
[0, 1]2 → [0, 1]mapping T satisfying T (1, x) = x for all x ∈ [0, 1]. A t-norm T is said to be continuous (respectively, left-
continuous) if it is continuous (respectively, left-continuous) as a two-place mapping.
Definition 2.2. An implication on [0,1] is any [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] mapping I satisfying: I(0, 0) = I(0, 1) = I(1, 1) = 1 and
I(1, 0) = 0.
We also write I(x, y) as x → y for x, y ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 2.3. Let T be a t-norm on [0, 1]. The residual implication generated by T is the function IT defined as, ∀x, y ∈
[0, 1]: IT (x, y) = sup{γ ∈ [0, 1]|T (x, γ ) ≤ y}.
Lemma 2.1 ([7]). For any c1, c2, d ∈ [0, 1], we have
(i) |c1 ∧ d− c2 ∧ d| ≤ |c1 − c2|;
(ii) |c1 ∨ d− c2 ∨ d| ≤ |c1 − c2|
where ∨ = max and ∧ = min.
Lemma 2.2 ([10]). Let U → Rmappings f and g be bounded, where U is a nonempty set and R is the real line, then for any u ∈ U,
(i) | supu∈U f (u)− supu∈U g(u)| ≤ supu∈U |f (u)− g(u)|;
(ii) | infu∈U f (u)− infu∈U g(u)| ≤ supu∈U |f (u)− g(u)|.
Definition 2.4. A fuzzy set A on a universe U is a mapping from U to [0,1]. The set of all fuzzy sets on universe U is denoted
as F(U). The order relation on F(U) is defined as follows: for any A, B ∈ F(U), A ≤ B if and only if A(u) ≤ B(u) for all
u ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 2.5. A method for FMP (1) is an F(U) → F(V )mapping f , i.e., each input A∗ ∈ F(U) corresponds to the output
B∗ = f (A∗). Let d be a distance between fuzzy sets.
(i) A method f is said to be uniformly continuous in metric d, if for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
d(f (A∗1), f (A
∗
2)) < ε whenever d(A
∗
1, A
∗
2) < δ for any A
∗
1, A
∗
2 ∈ F(U);
(ii) A method f is said to be continuous at A ∈ F(U) in metric d, if for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
d(f (A∗), f (A)) < ε whenever d(A∗, A) < δ for any A∗ ∈ F(U).
Remark 2.1. From Definition 2.5 we know that if a reasoning method f is uniformly continuous in a metric d then it is
continuous in this metric, but not vice versa.
In the study of the fuzzy reasoning algorithms, the rule A → B is alwaysmodeled by a fuzzy relation on F(U×V ). We say
that a fuzzy relation R ∈ F(U×V ) is a model of the rule A → B if it determines a fuzzy reasoningmethod fR : F(U)→ F(V ).
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Perfilieva and Lehmke pointed out in [8] that a model of fuzzy if-then rules is said to be continuous if for every input
fuzzy set close to some of fuzzy sets present on the left-hand side of the rules, the computed output of the model is close to
the corresponding fuzzy set present on the right-hand side of the rules. Following this meaning, we now give the following
definition.
Definition 2.6. A fuzzy relation R ∈ F(U×V ) is a continuous (with respect to given data) model of fuzzy if-then rule A → B
in a metric d, if for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that d(fR(A∗), B) < ε whenever d(A∗, A) < δ for any A∗ ∈ F(U).
It is obvious from Definition 2.5(ii) and Definition 2.6 that if a fuzzy reasoning method f is reversible for a rule A → B,
i.e., f (A) = B, and continuous in a metric d, then the corresponding model of the rule is continuous in the metric d.
Perfilieva and Lehmke defined in [8] the continuity of a model of the if-then rule A → B in the following way.
Definition 2.7 ([8]). A fuzzy relation R ∈ F(U × V ) is a continuous (with respect to given data) model of fuzzy if-then rule
A → B in a structure S = (U, V , (A, B),L, ◦) if for each fuzzy set A∗ ∈ F(U) the following inequality holds true:
inf
v∈V(B(v)↔ fR(A
∗)(v)) ≥ inf
u∈U(A(u)↔ A
∗(u)) (3)
where L = ([0, 1],∨,∧, ∗,→, 0, 1) is a complete residuated lattice on [0,1], fR(A∗)(v) = (A∗ ◦ R)(v) = supu∈U(A∗(u) ∗
R(u, v)), and the binary operation↔ of equivalence is defined by x ↔ y = (x → y) ∧ (y → x) for any x, y ∈ [0, 1].
The continuities of a model of fuzzy if-then rule A → B in a metric and in the sense of Definition 2.7 have the following
relation.
Theorem 2.1. If a model R ∈ F(U ×V ) of the rule A → B is continuous in structure S in the sense of Perfilieva and Lehmke, then
it is continuous in the following metric d:
d(B1, B2) = sup
v∈V
[1− (B1(v)↔ B2(v))], ∀B1, B2 ∈ F(V ).
Proof. From the condition and Definition 2.7, we know that, for any A∗ ∈ F(U),
inf
v∈V(B(v)↔ fR(A
∗)(v)) ≥ inf
u∈U(A(u)↔ A
∗(u))
It follows that supv∈V [1 − (B(v) ↔ fR(A∗)(v))] ≤ supu∈U [1 − (A(u) ↔ A∗(u))], i.e. d(fR(A∗), B) ≤ d(A∗, A). So, for any
ε > 0, if we take δ = ε then d(fR(A∗), B) < ε whenever d(A∗, A) < δ. Therefore, according to Definition 2.6, the model R is
continuous in this metric. 
In a similar way as Definition 2.5, we now give the following definition.
Definition 2.8. A method for solving FMT (2) is an F(V ) → F(U) mapping g , i.e., each input B∗ ∈ F(V ) corresponds to an
output A∗ = g(B∗). Let d be a distance between fuzzy sets.
(i) A method g is said to be uniformly continuous in metric d, if for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
d(g(B∗1), g(B
∗
2)) < ε whenever d(B
∗
1, B
∗
2) < δ for any B
∗
1, B
∗
2 ∈ F(V );
(ii) A method g is said to be continuous at B ∈ F(V ) in metric d, if for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
d(g(B∗), g(B)) < ε whenever d(B∗, B) < δ for any B∗ ∈ F(V ).
Because most of the real problems usually contain finite elements, and the computer can only store finite numbers,
throughout this paper we always assume that universes U and V are finite and U = {u1, u2, . . . , um}, V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}.
The following Hammingmetric dH and uniformmetric dU are two usually usedmetrics due to their simplicity in calculation.
Our discussion will go on under these two metrics. Let A1 and A2 be two fuzzy subsets of U , then dH and dU are defined as
follows
dH(A1, A2) = 1m
∑
u∈U
|A1(u)− A2(u)|,
dU(A1, A2) = sup
u∈U
|A1(u)− A2(u)|.
3. Triple I method for fuzzy reasoning
3.1. Triple I method for FMP
Early in 1973, Zadeh [2] proposed the CRI solution of FMP (1) which has been later generalized to the following form
B∗(v) = sup
u∈U
T (A∗(u), I(A(u), B(v))), v ∈ V (4)
where T is a t-norm and I is an implication on [0,1]. The first step of CRI is to transform the rule A → B into a binary fuzzy
relation R on U × V by means of an implication I on [0,1]. This step is reasonable and natural because the meaning of A → B
is that A implies B. The second step in CRI is to make sup−T composition using input A∗ and R. It is this step which has no
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reasonable interpretation in theory for a long time. Based on this reason, Wang pointed out in [3] that the FMP conclusion
should be deduced from themajor premise A → B and theminor premise jointly. So, the fact that A∗(u) implies B∗(v) should
be considered and should also be fully supported by the major premise A(u)→ B(v), i.e.,
M(u, v) = (A(u)→ B(v))→ (A∗(u)→ B∗(v))
should take its maximal possible value whenever u ∈ U and v ∈ V . In addition, if the employed implication operator
in fuzzy reasoning is non-decreasing in its second component, then M(u, v) always takes its maximal value in the case of
B∗(v) ≡ 1 (v ∈ V ) no matter what the major premise A(u)→ B(v) and the minor premise A∗(u) are, hence the conclusion
B∗ of FMP should be the smallest fuzzy subset of V making M(u, v) take its maximal value. We call this B∗ optimal fuzzy
set. To improve the CRI method, the second author of this paper proposed in [3] the following method and called it triple I
method because the implication→ is used three times in the reasoning.
Triple I principle for FMP [3] The conclusion B∗ of FMP problem should be the smallest fuzzy subset of V makingM(u, v)
take its maximal value at any point (u, v) ∈ U × V for given A(u)→ B(v) and A∗(u). We call this B∗ triple I solution of FMP.
Theorem 3.1 ([5] Triple I Method for FMP Based on Left-continuous t-norms). Suppose that T is a left-continuous t-norm on
[0,1] and IT is its residual implication, then the triple I solution of FMP (1) can be expressed as follows
B∗(v) = sup
u∈U
T (A∗(u), IT (A(u), B(v))), v ∈ V . (5)
Theorem 3.2 ([3] Triple I Method for FMP Based on IZ ). If the employed implication in FMP (1) is the Zadeh implication IZ defined
by IZ (x, y) = x′ ∨ (x ∧ y) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], where x′ = 1 − x for all x ∈ [0, 1], then the triple I solution of FMP (1) can be
expressed as follows
B∗(v) = sup
u∈Gv
IZ (A(u),B(v))>
1
2
(A∗(u) ∧ IZ (A(u), B(v))), v ∈ V (6)
where Gv = {u ∈ U|(A∗(u))′ < IZ (A(u), B(v))}.
Furthermore, the triple I method was generalized to the following α-triple I method.
α-triple I principle for FMP [3–5]. The conclusion B∗ of FMP is the smallest fuzzy subset of V satisfying
(A(u)→ B(v))→ (A∗(u)→ B∗(v)) ≥ α (7)
for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V , where α ∈ [0, 1]. We call this B∗α-triple I solution of FMP.
Theorem 3.3 ([5] α-triple I Method for FMP Based on Left-continuous t-norms). Suppose that T is a left-continuous t-norm on
[0,1] and IT is its residual implication, α ∈ [0, 1], then the α-triple I solution of FMP (1) can be expressed as follows
B∗(v) = sup
u∈U
T (A∗(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v)))), v ∈ V . (8)
Obviously, (5) is the particular case of (8) when α = 1.
Theorem 3.4 ([4] α-triple I Method for FMP Based on IZ ). If the employed implication in FMP (1) is the Zadeh implication IZ , then
the α-triple I solution of FMP (1) can be expressed as follows
B∗(v) = sup
u∈Gv∩Hv
(A∗(u) ∧ IZ (A(u), B(v)) ∧ α), v ∈ V (9)
where Hv = {u ∈ U|A∗(u) ∧ IZ (A(u), B(v)) > α′}, α ∈ [0, 1] and α ≤ IZ (IZ (A(u), B(v)), A∗(u) ∨ (A∗(u))′) for all u ∈ U and
v ∈ V .
3.2. Triple I method for FMT
If the employed implication in FMT (2) is non-increasing in its first and non-decreasing in its second component, then
M(u, v) always takes its maximal value in the case of A∗(u) ≡ 0 (u ∈ U) no matter what the major premise A(u) → B(v)
and the minor premise B∗(v) are, hence the conclusion A∗ of FMT should be the largest fuzzy subset of U making M(u, v)
take its maximal value. We call this A∗ triple I solution of FMT (2). Generally, the α-triple I principle and method for FMT (2)
are as follows.
α-triple I principle for FMT [3–5]. The conclusion A∗ of FMT (2) should be the largest fuzzy subset of U satisfying (7).
We call this A∗α-triple I solution of FMT.
Theorem 3.5 ([5] α-triple I Method for FMT Based on Left-continuous t-norms). Suppose that T is a left-continuous t-norm on
[0,1] and IT is its residual implication satisfying contrapositivity, i.e., IT (x, y) = IT (y′, x′) for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], α ∈ [0, 1], then the
α-triple I solution of FMT (2) can be expressed as follows
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A∗(u) = inf
v∈V(T ((B
∗(v))′, T (α, IT (A(u), B(v)))))′
= 1− sup
v∈V
T ((B∗(v))′, T (α, IT (A(u), B(v)))), u ∈ U . (10)
Especially, if we take α = 1 in (10), then we can get the following triple I method for FMT
A∗(u) = inf
v∈V T ((B
∗(v))′, IT (A(u), B(v)))′, u ∈ U . (11)
Theorem 3.6 ([4] α-triple I Method for FMT Based on IZ ). If the employed implication in FMT (2) is the Zadeh implication IZ , then
the α-triple I solution of FMT (2) can be expressed as follows
A∗(u) = D∗(u)χHu + χ(Hu)c , u ∈ U (12)
where D∗(u) = inf v∈Hu
IZ (A(u),B(v))>
1
2
I ′Z (A(u), B(v)) ∨ α′, Hu = {v ∈ V |B∗(v) ∨ I ′Z (A(u), B(v)) < α}, α ∈ [0, 1] and
α ≤ IZ (A(u), B(v)) ∨ I ′Z (A(u), B(v)) for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V . χM is the characteristic function of set M which is defined by
χM(x) = 1 for all x ∈ M and χM(x) = 0 for all x 6∈ M, and (Hu)c denotes the complementary set of Hu.
Especially, if we take α = IZ (A(u), B(v))∨ I ′Z (A(u), B(v))which is the maximal value of M(u, v) corresponding to the Zadeh
implication IZ in (12), then we can get the following triple I method based on IZ for FMT
A∗(u) = A∗0(u)χGu + χ(Gu)c , u ∈ U (13)
where A∗0(u) = inf v∈Gu
IZ (A(u),B(v))>
1
2
I ′Z (A(u), B(v)), Gu = {v ∈ V |B∗(v) < IZ (A(u), B(v))}.
4. Continuity of triple I methods based on continuous t-norms
Theorem 4.1. Assume that t-norm T on [0,1] is continuous, then the α-triple I method for FMP determined by (8) is uniformly
continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) with respect to (briefly, w.r.t.) input A∗, and hence continuous at A ∈ F(U).
Proof. For any two inputs A∗1, A
∗
2 ∈ F(U), since t-norm T is continuous, it is uniformly continuous w.r.t. its first component
on [0,1], i.e., for any ε > 0 there exists δ1 > 0 such that
|T (A∗1(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))− T (A∗2(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))| < ε (14)
if |A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < δ1 for any u ∈ U .
(i) By taking δ = δ1/m, we have, if dH(A∗1, A∗2) < δ, then |A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < mδ = δ1 for all u ∈ U . So, there exists δ > 0
such that formula (14) holds if dH(A∗1, A
∗
2) < δ. Further, from Lemma 2.2(i), we obtain,
dH(B∗1, B
∗
2) =
1
n
∑
v∈V
|B∗1(v)− B∗2(v)|
= 1
n
∑
v∈V
| sup
u∈U
T (A∗1(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))− sup
u∈U
T (A∗2(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))|
≤ 1
n
∑
v∈V
sup
u∈U
|T (A∗1(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))− T (A∗2(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))|
<
1
n
∑
v∈V
sup
u∈U
ε = ε.
Hence, there exists δ > 0 such that dH(B∗1, B
∗
2) < ε if dH(A
∗
1, A
∗
2) < δwhich is the uniform continuity of α-triple I method
(8) in metric dH .
(ii) By taking δ = δ1, we have, if dU(A∗1, A∗2) = supu∈U |A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < δ, then |A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < δ = δ1 for all u ∈ U
and hence formula (14) holds for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V . So, it follows from Lemma 2.2(i) that
dU(B∗1, B
∗
2) = sup
v∈V
|B∗1(v)− B∗2(v)|
= sup
v∈V
| sup
u∈U
T (A∗1(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))− sup
u∈U
T (A∗2(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))|
≤ sup
v∈V
sup
u∈U
|T (A∗1(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))− T (A∗2(u), T (α, IT (A(u), B(v))))|
< sup
v∈V
sup
u∈U
ε = ε.
Hence, there exists δ > 0 such that dU(B∗1, B
∗
2) < ε if dU(A
∗
1, A
∗
2) < δ which is the uniform continuity of α-triple I method
(8) in metric dU . 
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Corollary 4.1. Assume that t-norm T on [0,1] is continuous, then we have the following properties.
(i) The triple I method for FMP determined by (5) is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input A∗, and hence
continuous at A ∈ F(U).
(ii) If fuzzy set A ∈ F(U) is normal, i.e., there exists u0 ∈ U such that A(u0) = 1, then the model R of fuzzy if-then rule A → B
corresponding to the triple I method (5), which is determined by R(u, v) = IT (A(u), B(v)) for any u ∈ U and v ∈ V , is continuous
in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }).
Proof. (i) is the direct result of Theorem 4.1. From [5] we know that if A ∈ F(U) is normal, then the triple I method (5) is
reversible, i.e., B∗ = Bwhen A∗ = A. So, from Definition 2.5(i) and Definition 2.6, we know that (ii) holds. 
It is noted that the result in Corollary 4.1(i) was partially given by Jenei in [1] where A, B, A∗ and B∗ are RL-type fuzzy
intervals of real line R and d is the uniform metric.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can easily verify the following results.
Theorem 4.2. Assume that t-norm T on [0,1] is continuous, then the CRI method for FMP determined by (4) is uniformly
continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input A∗, and hence continuous at A ∈ F(U).
Theorem 4.3. Assume that t-norm T on [0,1] is continuous and its residual implication IT satisfies contrapositivity, then the α-
triple I method for FMT determined by (10) is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU })w.r.t. input B∗, and hence continuous
at B ∈ F(V ).
5. Continuity of triple I methods based on implication I0
From the previous discussion we know that the α- triple I method (8) for FMP is uniformly continuous w.r.t. input A∗
if the employed t-norm T is continuous, and the α- triple I method (10) for FMT is also uniformly continuous w.r.t. input
B∗ if the employed t-norm T is continuous and its residual implication IT satisfies contrapositivity. But how is the situation
of left-continuous t-norms? Among lots of left-continuous t-norms [11], the nilpotent minimum T0 is the simplest one and
possesses lots of attractive properties [9]. So, wewill only discuss the continuity of α- triple I method based on this nilpotent
minimum T0, and for the case of other left-continuous t-norms, we can discuss it in a similar way.
Based on left-continuous t-norm T0 and its residual implication I0 which are as follows, for any x, y ∈ [0, 1],
T0(x, y) =
{
x ∧ y, if x+ y > 1,
0, if x+ y ≤ 1
I0(x, y) =
{
1, if x ≤ y,
(1− x) ∨ y, if x > y
we can get from (8) the α-triple I method for FMP as follows
B∗(v) = sup
u∈Ev∩Kv
(A∗(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α), v ∈ V (15)
where Ev = {u ∈ U|(A∗(u))′ < I0(A(u), B(v))}, Kv = {u ∈ U|A∗(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) > α′}.
Especially, if we take α = 1 in (15), then we get the triple I method for FMP as follows:
B∗(v) = sup
u∈Ev
(A∗(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v))), v ∈ V (16)
From (10), we get the α-triple I method for FMT based on I0 as follows
A∗(u) = inf
v∈Eu∩Ku
(B∗(v) ∨ I ′0(A(u), B(v)) ∨ α′), u ∈ U (17)
where Eu = {v ∈ V |B∗(v) < I0(A(u), B(v))}, Ku = {v ∈ V |B∗(v) ∨ I ′0(A(u), B(v)) < α}.
Especially, if we take α = 1 in (17), then we can get the triple I method for FMT as follows:
A∗(u) = inf
v∈Eu
(B∗(v) ∨ I ′0(A(u), B(v))), u ∈ U . (18)
Lemma 5.1. Let A∗1, A
∗
2 ∈ F(U), A ∈ F(U) and B ∈ F(V ), then there exists δ0 > 0 such that if d(A∗1, A∗2) < δ0 where
d ∈ {dH , dU }, then, for any v ∈ V
(i) EA∗1v = EA∗2v , where EA∗iv = {u ∈ U|(A∗i (u))′ < I0(A(u), B(v))}, i = 1, 2;
(ii) KA∗1v = KA∗2v , where KA∗iv = {u ∈ U|A∗i (u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) > α′}, i = 1, 2.
Proof. We only verify (ii). The proof of (i) is similar.
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From the expressions of KA∗1v and KA
∗
2v , it is clear that KA
∗
1v = KA∗2v if and only if K1 = K2, where K1 = {u ∈ U|A∗1(u) > α′},
K2 = {u ∈ U|A∗2(u) > α′}. So we only need to prove K1 = K2.
(a) Taking δ1 = minu∈K1 12m (A∗1(u) − α′), we know that δ1 > 0. If dH(A∗1, A∗2) < δ1, i.e., 1m
∑
u∈U |A∗1(u) − A∗2(u)| < δ1,
then |A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < mδ1 for all u ∈ U . So we have, for all u ∈ U , A∗1(u)− mδ1 < A∗2(u) < A∗1(u)+ mδ1. For any u ∈ K1,
then A∗1(u) > α′. From the previous inequality, we have
A∗2(u) > A
∗
1(u)−mδ1 ≥ A∗1(u)−m
1
2m
(A∗1(u)− α′)
= 1
2
(A∗1(u)+ α′) > α′.
So, u ∈ K2 and hence K1 ⊂ K2.
Similarly, there exists δ2 > 0 such that if dH(A∗1, A
∗
2) < δ2 then K2 ⊂ K1.
Taking δ0 = min(δ1, δ2), we obtain that K1 ⊂ K2 and K2 ⊂ K1 hold if dH(A∗1, A∗2) < δ0. Hence, if dH(A∗1, A∗2) < δ0 then
K1 = K2.
(b) Taking δ3 = minu∈K1(A∗1(u)−α′), we know0 < δ3 < A∗1(u)−α′ for all u ∈ K1. If dU(A∗1, A∗2) = supu∈U |A∗1(u)−A∗2(u)| <
δ3, then |A∗1(u) − A∗2(u)| < δ3 for all u ∈ U . So we have, for all u ∈ U , A∗1(u) − δ3 < A∗2(u) < A∗1(u) + δ3. For any u ∈ K1, it
follows from the previous inequality that
A∗2(u) > A
∗
1(u)− δ3 ≥ A∗1(u)− (A∗1(u)− α′) = α′.
So, u ∈ K2 and hence K1 ⊂ K2.
Similarly, there exists δ4 > 0 such that if dU(A∗1, A
∗
2) < δ4 then K2 ⊂ K1.
Taking δ0 = min(δ3, δ4), we obtain that K1 ⊂ K2 and K2 ⊂ K1 hold if dU(A∗1, A∗2) < δ0. Hence, if dU(A∗1, A∗2) < δ0 then
K1 = K2. 
Theorem 5.1. The α-triple I method (15) for FMP is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input A∗, and hence
continuous at A ∈ F(U).
Proof. For A∗1, A
∗
2 ∈ F(U), from Lemma 5.1, we know that there exists δ0 > 0 such that EA∗1v = EA∗2v and KA∗1v = KA∗2v hold
for any v ∈ V if d(A∗1, A∗2) < δ0 where d ∈ {dH , dU }.
(i) For any ε > 0, by taking δ = min(δ0/(m + 1), ε/(m + 1)), we have that EA∗1v = EA∗2v and KA∗1v = KA∗2v still hold for
any v ∈ V and |A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < mδ for all u ∈ U if dH(A∗1, A∗2) < δ. From Lemma 2.1(i) and 2.2(i), we further get,
dH(B∗1, B
∗
2) =
1
n
∑
v∈V
|B∗1(v)− B∗2(v)|
= 1
n
∑
v∈V
| sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
(A∗1(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)− sup
u∈EA∗2v∩KA∗2v
(A∗2(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)|
= 1
n
∑
v∈V
| sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
(A∗1(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)− sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
(A∗2(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)|
≤ 1
n
∑
v∈V
sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
|(A∗1(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)− (A∗2(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)|
≤ 1
n
∑
v∈V
sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
|A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)|
≤ 1
n
∑
v∈V
sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
mδ = mδ < m ε
m+ 1 < ε.
Hence, there exists δ > 0 such that dH(B∗1, B
∗
2) < ε when dH(A
∗
1, A
∗
2) < δ which is the uniform continuity of α-triple I
method (15) in metric dH .
(ii) For any ε > 0, taking δ = min(δ0, ε), we know that EA∗1v = EA∗2v and KA∗1v = KA∗2v still hold for any v ∈ V and|A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)| < δ for all u ∈ U if dU(A∗1, A∗2) < δ. Under this assumption, it follows from Lemma 2.1(i) and 2.2(i) that
dU(B∗1, B
∗
2) = sup
v∈V
|B∗1(v)− B∗2(v)|
= sup
v∈V
| sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
(A∗1(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)− sup
u∈EA∗2v∩KA∗2v
(A∗2(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)|
= sup
v∈V
| sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
(A∗1(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)− sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
(A∗2(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)|
≤ sup
v∈V
sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
|(A∗1(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)− (A∗2(u) ∧ I0(A(u), B(v)) ∧ α)|
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≤ sup
v∈V
sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
|A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)|
< sup
v∈V
sup
u∈EA∗1v∩KA∗1v
δ = δ < ε.
Hence, there exists δ > 0 such that dU(B∗1, B
∗
2) < ε when dU(A
∗
1, A
∗
2) < δ which is the uniform continuity of α-triple I
method (15) in metric dU . 
Corollary 5.1. (i) The triple I method for FMP determined by (16) is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input
A∗, and hence continuous at A ∈ F(U).
(ii) If fuzzy set A ∈ F(U) is normal, then the model R0 of fuzzy if-then rule A → B corresponding to the triple I method (16),
which is determined by R0(u, v) = I0(A(u), B(v)) for any u ∈ U and v ∈ V , is continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }).
Above (ii) is due to that the method (16) is reversible if A ∈ F(U) is normal (see [5]).
Similar to the proofs of Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1, we can get the following results about the continuity of the α-triple
I method (17) for FMT.
Lemma 5.2. Let B∗1, B
∗
2 ∈ F(V ), A ∈ F(U) and B ∈ F(V ), then there exists δ0 > 0 such that if d(B∗1, B∗2) < δ0 where
d ∈ {dH , dU }, then, for any u ∈ U
(i) EB∗1u = EB∗2u, where EB∗iu = {v ∈ V |B∗i (v) < I0(A(u), B(v))}, i = 1, 2;
(ii) KB∗1u = KB∗2u, where KB∗iu = {v ∈ V |B∗i (v) ∨ I ′0(A(u), B(v)) < α}, i = 1, 2.
Theorem 5.2. The α-triple I method (17) for FMT is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input B∗, and hence
continuous at B ∈ F(V ).
6. Continuity of triple I methods based on implication IZ
Since the Zadeh implication IZ has been widely adopted, Song et al. [4] established triple I and α-triple I methods for FMP
and FMT based on this implication. Noticing that the α-triple I methods based on IZ cannot be brought into the so-called
unified forms (8) and (10) since there is no left-continuous t-norm on [0,1] such that IZ is its residual implication, we now
discuss the continuity problem of these triple I methods, i.e. (6), (9), (12) and (13).
Similar to the proofs of the Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1, we can get the following Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 and Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 6.1. Let A∗1, A
∗
2 ∈ F(U), A ∈ F(U) and B ∈ F(V ), then there exists δ0 > 0 such that GA∗1v = GA∗2v for any v ∈ V if
d(A∗1, A
∗
2) < δ0, where GA
∗
iv = {u ∈ U|(A∗i (u))′ < IZ (A(u), B(v))} (i = 1, 2) and d ∈ {dH , dU }.
Theorem 6.1. The triple I method (6) for FMP is uniformly continuous inmetric d(∈ {dH , dU })w.r.t. input A∗, and hence continu-
ous at A ∈ F(U).
Corollary 6.1. If fuzzy set A ∈ F(U) is normal and fuzzy set B ∈ F(V ) satisfies B(v) > 12 for all v ∈ V or B(v) = 0 for
all v ∈ V , then the model RZ of fuzzy if-then rule A → B corresponding to the triple I method (6), which is determined by
RZ (u, v) = IZ (A(u), B(v)) for any u ∈ U and v ∈ V , is continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }).
This is because that the method (6) is reversible under the conditions of Corollary 6.1 (see [4]).
Lemma 6.2. Let B∗1, B
∗
2 ∈ F(V ), A ∈ F(U) and B ∈ F(V ), then there exists δ0 > 0 such that GB∗1u = GB∗2u for any u ∈ U if
d(B∗1, B
∗
2) < δ0, where GB
∗
iu = {v ∈ V |B∗i (v) < IZ (A(u), B(v))}, (i = 1, 2) and d ∈ {dH , dU }.
Theorem 6.2. The triple Imethod (13) for FMT is uniformly continuous inmetric d(∈ {dH , dU })w.r.t. input B∗, and hence continu-
ous at B ∈ F(V ).
Proof. For B∗1, B
∗
2 ∈ F(V ), from Lemma 6.2, we know that there exists δ0 > 0 such that GB∗1u = GB∗2u holds and hence
(GB∗1u)c = (GB∗2u)c holds for any u ∈ U if d(B∗1, B∗2) < δ0 where d ∈ {dH , dU }. So, for any ε > 0, from dH(B∗1, B∗2) < δ0 it
follows that
dH(A∗1, A
∗
2) =
1
m
∑
u∈U
|A∗1(u)− A∗2(u)|
= 1
m
∑
u∈U
|(A∗01(u)χGB∗1u + χ(GB∗1u)c )− (A∗02(u)χGB∗2u + χ(GB∗2u)c )|
= 1
m
∑
u∈U
|(A∗01(u)χGB∗1u + χ(GB∗1u)c )− (A∗01(u)χGB∗1u + χ(GB∗1u)c )|
= 0 < ε
where A∗0i(u) = inf v∈GB∗iu
IZ (A(u),B(v))>
1
2
I ′Z (A(u), B(v)), i = 1, 2.
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Similarly, we also have dU(A∗1, A
∗
2) < ε if dU(B
∗
1, B
∗
2) < δ0.
Hence, for any ε > 0, there exists δ = δ0 > 0 such that d(A∗1, A∗2) < ε if d(B∗1, B∗2) < δ which is the continuity of triple I
method (13). 
In a similar way as above, the following results are easily verified.
Theorem 6.3. The α-triple I method (9) for FMP is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input A∗, and hence
continuous at A ∈ F(U).
Lemma 6.3. Let B∗1, B
∗
2 ∈ F(V ), A ∈ F(U) and B ∈ F(V ), then there exists δ0 > 0 such that HB∗1u = HB∗2u holds for any u ∈ U if
d(B∗1, B
∗
2) < δ0, where HB
∗
iu = {v ∈ V |B∗i (v) ∨ I ′Z (A(u), B(v)) < α} (i = 1, 2) and d ∈ {dH , dU }.
Theorem 6.4. The α-triple I method (12) for FMT is uniformly continuous in metric d(∈ {dH , dU }) w.r.t. input B∗, and hence
continuous at B ∈ F(V ).
7. Conclusion
We have drawn the conclusion that the triple I methods respectively based on the residual implications generated by
any continuous t-norms, the residual implication generated by the left-continuous t-norm nilpotent minimumwith strong
negation n defined by n(x) = 1 − x for all x ∈ [0, 1] and the Zadeh implication IZ are uniformly continuous w.r.t. input in
two commonmetrics, and the model of fuzzy if-then rule A → B corresponding to the reasoning method is also continuous
in these metrics if the reasoning method is reversible. Our results obtained in this paper will be useful for the selection and
further analysis of reasoning methods.
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